The "War" You Haven't Known About

By Anna Von Reitz
Every two years the Territorial United States Congress does something inexplicable. They declare a
"state of emergency" and they set aside the actual Constitution. Then the President comes along
and also declares states of emergency and declarations of "war" against this and against that --poverty, terrorism, drugs, just to name a few.
This is all specious, almost tongue-in-cheek, done to secure a "legal" basis for unlawful acts and
presumptions against us, including the misidentification and mis-characterization of millions of
Americans, falsification of public records, and other crimes too numerous to mention.
This constant state of perpetual "war" is not actually declared, because it is an illegal mercenary
conflict being played out on our shores by foreign interests.
Please note that the so-called American Civil War was exactly the same thing--- an illegal mercenary
conflict passed off as a "war". This has been the stock-in-trade of the British Crown for over a
hundred years and they have been using us as their "base" of operations all this while.
There are in fact no "emergency powers" granted to the Territorial Government by our Government
and any such declaration of "war" on their part can only apply to them and their employees and
dependents.
This is why they have endeavored to mis-identify all American babies as belonging to the Territorial
United States--- to involve us and our assets in their perpetual phony wars and "states of emergency"
when in fact we are owed The Law of Peace and Good Faith Service from them.
That their false claims and falsifications of our public records are evidence of Gross Breach of Trust
hardly needs to be said. That they have continued to prosecute us and persecute us under these
known false presumptions is nothing less than despicable.
A couple weeks ago we issued Notice to Westminster regarding these activities by their Bar
Association members on our shores. We have a perpetual Treaty of Peace and Amity which they
have been disregarding via the convenient pretense that Americans are all "United States Citizens"
and dissembling over which "United States" we are part of.
Let's make it clear that we are part of "The United States" and so are our Armed Forces---- not "the
United States" in any form. See the difference? "The United States" was formed under The
Unanimous Declaration of Independence, but "the United States" could be any spin-off or Pretender
and could refer to the Federal United States, Territorial United States, Municipal United States or
maybe the United Nations United States or the South American United States.
We must be explicit and clear about which "United States" and which "United States of America" --because there has been no end of semantic deceit and trickery and legal chicanery attached to these
names.

We have recent proof that Americans who have recorded their Deeds of Re-Conveyance and who
claim their American National (or more explicitly still) their National of The United States of America
[Unincorporated] status, are being passed over and left alone --- as we should be.
The best recommendation for the moment while new instructions trickle down is to clearly identify
yourself as a non-combatant National of The United States of America [Unincorporated], pending the
issuance of new National and State identification cards.
If the Queen and the Pope want to engage in mercenary conflicts, they need to find new staging
grounds for their games. China has already told them --fine, so long as you remain under Chinese
Law.
And if you screw around like you did in America, that means Firing Squads in the morning.
At last report, the Internal Revenue Service (Inquisition) has decamped from Puerto Rico after
destroying as much evidence as possible of their decades of defrauding Americans, and have set up
new offices in the American Marianas--clearly intending to continue their piracy from a new location.
Mr. Trump already knows that this is not acceptable and that all traces of both the IRS and the
Internal Revenue Service and any would-be Successors must be gone from our shores including our
territories and municipalities, and they must stop addressing our people and must remove all liens
against American-held assets.
We are innocent Third Parties who have been embroiled in merchant "wars" that have nothing
whatsoever to do with us. We have been used as gun fodder in these phony "wars" and our assets
have been used as collateral by these foreign gangs of criminals without our knowledge or consent.
Those who have profited must pay for this circumstance and those who have engaged in these
crimes must be set to rights.
There are a great many people who have committed crimes unaware that they were doing anything
wrong -- and they must be forgiven. Those who promoted this circumstance, who benefited
themselves from it, and who knowingly participated in harming the States and People of this country
while taking their paychecks from our pockets deserve our universal disgust.
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